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QUESTION 1

WebLogic 12c, the Maven plug-in has been enhanced with which Maven goal? 

A. wls:unzip, wls:install-domain, wls:start-domain, wls:wlst, wls:appc 

B. wls:install, wls:install-domain, wls:start-domain, wls:wlst, wls:appc 

C. wls:unzip, wls:create-domain, wls:start-domain, wls:wlst, wls:appc 

D. wls:install, wls:create-domain, wls:start-server, wls:wlst, wls:appc: 

Correct Answer: D 

wls-maven-plugin--Delivered in WebLogic Server 12c, provides enhanced functionality to install, start and stop servers,
create domains, execute WLST scripts, and compile and deploy applications. 

Reference: Developing Applications for Oracle WebLogic Server, Using the WebLogic Development Maven Plug-In 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer needs to analyze an application that was developed for Oracle Application Server 10gR2 or 10gR3 (OC4J)
in order to prepare to upgrade the infrastructure to WebLogic 12c. The customer wants understand the changes
required to be made to the application and how to configure WebLogic in to support the newly upgraded application. 

Which three actions would you recommend for upgrading the customer\\'s application and server configuration? 

A. Use Oracle Upgrade Manager to create a new WebLogic domain template from an OAS/OC4J installation and
redeploy the application. 

B. Use SmartUpgrade to analyze the OAS/OC4J server configuration and create WebLogic configuration files. 

C. Use SmartUpgrade to analyze the application archive (EAR/WAR/JAR) Source Directory or IDeveloper project and
generate a report that describes the areas of the application that need to be updated. 

D. Use the Configuration Wizard to extend an existing WebLogic domain with OAS/OC4J support libraries and redeploy
the application. 

E. Use SmartUpgrade to generate application artifacts and deployment descriptors that can be deployed to WebLogic. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

Note: 

*

 Oracle WebLogic SmartUpgrade is part of the Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g upgrade tools that were designed to
maximize the automation of the upgrade process, minimize the application downtime and allows for rapid and seamless
uptake of the Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g features and capabilities. 

*

 SmartUpgrade : (B) When generating an upgrade report into an existing project, an Oracle Application Server
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configuration home could be specified to be included as part of the report. Additionally, both the server home and
OracleAS enterprise archives can be localized into the JDevelopoer project file system by checking "Copy OC4J
Deployment Archives Into Project". 

*

 SmartUpgrade : (E) The advisory reports and the configuration artifacts will be generated. The generated artifacts will
be located at the JDeveloper project mywork directory 

*

 You can add product component functionality or additional applications and services to an existing WebLogic domain
by extending it using the Configuration Wizard. For example, if you created a base WebLogic domain and you want to
add the Avitek Medical Records Examples functionality, you can extend the domain by using the medrec.jar template. 

The Configuration Wizard simplifies the task of extending an existing WebLogic domain by using extension templates.
Oracle provides various sample extension templates, as well as extension templates for various Fusion Middleware
products. You can also create your own extension templates using WLST or the unpack command. 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a WebTrade application that initially uses the embedded LDAP to authenticate users. To enhance
security, the customer decides to use OAM to authenticate some of the users against an external LDAP store. For this
to work, a customer configured an OAMAuthenticator, but was not sure what to select for the Control Flag. What Control
Flag should the customer choose? 

A. OPTIONAL 

B. REQUISITE 

C. REQUIRED 

D. SUFFICIENT 

E. MANDATORY 

Correct Answer: C 

Note: 

* When you configure multiple Authentication providers, use the JAAS Control Flag for each provider to control how the
Authentication providers are used in the login sequence. You can choose the following the JAAS Control Flag settings,
among others: 

REQUIRED--The Authentication provider is always called, and the user must always pass its authentication test.
Regardless of whether authentication succeeds or fails, authentication still continues down the list of providers. 

SUFFICIENT--The user is not required to pass the authentication test of the Authentication provider. If authentication
succeeds, no subsequent Authentication providers are executed. If authentication fails, authentication continues down
the list of providers. 

OPTIONAL--The user is allowed to pass or fail the authentication test of this Authentication provider. However, if all
Authentication providers configured in a security realm have the JAAS Control Flag set to OPTIONAL, the user must
pass the authentication test of one of the configured providers. 
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* Example: 

Setting the Order of Providers 

Re-order the OAM Identity Asserter, OID Authenticator, and Default Authenticator by ensuring that the control flag for
each authenticator is set as follows: 

OAMAuthenticator (REQUIRED) OracleInternetDirectoryAuthenticator (SUFFICIENT) 

DefaultAuthenticator (SUFFICIENT) 

Reference: Oracle Fusion Middleware Security Guide 

 

QUESTION 4

In the area of Performance Management and Diagnostics, which feature is supported in Oracle Enterprise Manager
12C? 

A. Search information in logs across multiple domains 

B. View different log information in single console location 

C. Save current performance data as baseline to be used in comparison with future data 

D. Provides single dashboard across multi-tier composite application 

Correct Answer: A  

 

QUESTION 5

Which feature is enabled when you start a WebLogic server with the DserverType=wlx option? 

A. JDBC 

B. JCA 

C. JMS 

D. EJB 

E. Java EE 

Correct Answer: A 

-DserverType={"wls" | "wlx"} 

Specifies the Server Type, which determines the set of services that are started in the server runtime. 

The default is "wls", which starts all WebLogic Server services, including EJB, JMS, Connector, Clustering, Deployment,
and Management. 

The "wlx" option starts a server instance that excludes the following services, making for a lighter weight runtime
footprint: 
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*

 (not D) Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) 

*

 (not B, not E) Java EE Connecter Architecture (JCA) 

*

 (not C) Java Message Service (JMS) 

Reference: Oracle Fusion Middleware Command Reference for Oracle WebLogic Server , Options for Configuring
Deployment Attributes 
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